Jackson (NC), Kimm D. Jacobson (MN), Daryl D. Jabben (MN), Jimmy G. Lee, Jr. (NC), Daniel S. May (IA), Gerald D. McElya (TX), Donald B. Ramaley (PA), Floyd M. Tyler (PA).

The drivers were included in docket No. FMCSA–2011–0103. Their exemptions are effective as of June 24, 2017, and will expire on June 24, 2019.

As of June 28, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following seven individuals have satisfied the renewal conditions for obtaining an exemption from the rule prohibiting drivers with ITDM from compliance with the terms and conditions following occurs: (1) The person fails to the exemption; (2) the exemption has revoked earlier by FMCSA. The exemptions will be valid for two the conditions for renewed. The exemptions were effective on the dates 2017, and will expire on the dates stated in the table below.

Larry W. Minor,
Associate Administrator for Policy.

I. Electronic Access
You may see all the comments online through the Federal Document Management System (FDMS) at: http://www.regulations.gov.

Docket: For access to the docket to read background documents or comments, go to http://www.regulations.gov and/or Room W12–140 on the ground level of the West Building, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE., Washington, DC, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., e.t., Monday through Friday, except Federal holidays.

Privacy Act: In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(c), DOT solicits comments from the public to better inform its rulemaking process. DOT posts these comments, without edit, including any personal information the commenter provides, to http://www.regulations.gov, as described in the system of records notice (DOT/ALL–14 FDMS), which can be reviewed at http://www.dot.gov/privacy.

II. Background
On May 15, 2017, FMCSA published a notice announcing its decision to renew exemptions for 120 individuals from the vision requirement in 49 CFR 391.41(b)(10) to operate a CMV in interstate commerce and requested comments from the public (82 FR 22379). The public comment period ended on June 14, 2017, and no comments were received.

As stated in the previous notice, FMCSA has evaluated the eligibility of these applicants and determined that renewing these exemptions would achieve a level of safety equivalent to or greater than the level that would be achieved by complying with the current regulation 49 CFR 391.41(b)(10).

The physical qualification standard for drivers regarding vision found in 49 CFR 391.41(b)(10) states that a person is physically qualified to drive a CMV if that person:

Has distant visual acuity of at least 20/40 (Snellen) in each eye without corrective lenses or visual acuity separately corrected to 20/40 (Snellen) or better with corrective lenses, distant binocular acuity of at least 20/40 (Snellen) in both eyes with or without corrective lenses, field of vision of at least 70° in the horizontal meridian in each eye, and the ability to recognize the colors of traffic signals and devices showing red, green, and amber.

III. Discussion of Comments
FMCSA received no comments in this preceding.

VI. Conclusion
As of June 4, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following 38 individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements 49 CFR 391.41(b)(10).
The drivers were included in one of the following docket Nos: FMCSA–2005–02560; FMCSA–2007–27515. Their exemptions are effective as of June 13, 2017, and will expire on June 13, 2019.

As of June 20, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following eight individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements (72 FR 21313; 72 FR 32703; 74 FR 19267; 74 FR 21427; 74 FR 23472; 74 FR 28094; 76 FR 32016; 76 FR 32017; 78 FR 12815; 78 FR 16912; 78 FR 22596; 78 FR 22598; 78 FR 29154; 78 FR 32708; 80 FR 29154):

Roosevelt Bell, Jr. (NC)
David K. Boswell (TN)
Bernabe V. Corda (TX)
Michael S. Crawford (IL)
Rex A. Dyer (VT)
Patrick J. Goebel (IA)
Thomas A. Gotto (IA)
Kenneth C. Reeves (OR)
Thomas E. Summers, Sr. (OH)
Daniel E. Watkins (FL)
Tommy N. Whitworth (TX)

The drivers were included in one of the following docket Nos: FMCSA–2005–02560; FMCSA–2007–27515. Their exemptions are effective as of June 13, 2017, and will expire on June 13, 2019.

As of June 20, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following eight individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements (72 FR 21313; 72 FR 32703; 74 FR 19267; 74 FR 21427; 74 FR 23472; 74 FR 28094; 76 FR 32016; 76 FR 32017; 78 FR 12815; 78 FR 16912; 78 FR 22596; 78 FR 22598; 78 FR 29154; 78 FR 32708; 80 FR 29154):

Roosevelt Bell, Jr. (NC)
David K. Boswell (TN)
Bernabe V. Corda (TX)
Michael S. Crawford (IL)
Rex A. Dyer (VT)
Patrick J. Goebel (IA)
Thomas A. Gotto (IA)
Kenneth C. Reeves (OR)
Thomas E. Summers, Sr. (OH)
Daniel E. Watkins (FL)
Tommy N. Whitworth (TX)

The drivers were included in one of the following docket Nos: FMCSA–2005–02560; FMCSA–2007–27515. Their exemptions are effective as of June 13, 2017, and will expire on June 13, 2019.

As of June 20, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following eight individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements (72 FR 21313; 72 FR 32703; 74 FR 19267; 74 FR 21427; 74 FR 23472; 74 FR 28094; 76 FR 32016; 76 FR 32017; 78 FR 12815; 78 FR 16912; 78 FR 22596; 78 FR 22598; 78 FR 29154; 78 FR 32708; 80 FR 29154):

Roosevelt Bell, Jr. (NC)
David K. Boswell (TN)
Bernabe V. Corda (TX)
Michael S. Crawford (IL)
Rex A. Dyer (VT)
Patrick J. Goebel (IA)
Thomas A. Gotto (IA)
Kenneth C. Reeves (OR)
Thomas E. Summers, Sr. (OH)
Daniel E. Watkins (FL)
Tommy N. Whitworth (TX)

Their exemptions are effective as of June 26, 2017, and will expire on June 26, 2019.

As of June 28, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following 11 individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements (76 FR 57266; 76 FR 37885; 76 FR 37270; 80 FR 31640):

- Jan M. Bernath (OH)
- Josepht L. Butler (IN)
- Shawn Carroll (OK)
- Walter C. Dean, Sr. (AL)
- Mark T. Gileau (CT)
- Peter D. Gouge (IA)
- Alan D. Harberts (IA)
- William A. Moore, Jr. (NV)
- Larry J. Lang (MI)
- David B. Speller (MN)

The drivers were included in docket No. FMCSA–2011–0092. Their exemptions are effective as of June 30, 2017, and will expire on June 28, 2019.

As of June 28, 2017, and in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31136(e) and 31315, the following three individuals have satisfied the conditions for obtaining a renewed exemption from the vision requirements (65 FR 78256; 66 FR 16311; 68 FR 13360; 70 FR 2701; 70 FR 16887; 70 FR 17504; 70 FR 30997; 70 FR 37891; 72 FR 27624; 72 FR 34062; 74 FR 26471; 76 FR 34133; 78 FR 57677; 80 FR 31962):

- David E. Sanders (NC)
- Edmund J. Barron (PA)
- Roger K. Cox (NJ)

The drivers were included in one of the following docket Nos: FMCSA–2000–8398; FMCSA–2005–20027; FMCSA–2005–20560. Their exemptions are effective as of June 30, 2017, and will expire on June 30, 2019.

In accordance with 49 U.S.C. 31315, each exemption will be valid for two years from the effective date unless revoked earlier by FMCSA.

The exemption will be revoked if the following occurs: (1) the person fails to comply with the terms and conditions of the exemption; (2) the exemption has resulted in a lower level of safety than was maintained prior to being granted; or (3) continuation of the exemption would not be consistent with the goals and objectives of 49 U.S.C. 31136 and 31315.

Issued on: July 7, 2017.

Larry W. Minor, Associate Administrator for Policy.
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